
Tips + general building instructions for noisio kits

1. You should know how to solder. If not - it is easy to learn. There are 
many instructions for beginners on youtube.

2. Familiarise yourself with the components (see page 2).

3. Find the intended place on the iBOM for your kit (noisio.de/boards) 
and/or by looking at the pictures and the print on the board.

4. Determine the component values either by measuring or reading from the 
surface (resistors have coloured rings - look on the internet for a 
calculator or a table for the colour code of resistors, capacitors can be 
labelled in different ways, e.g. 100nF as: 104, 0.1, 0.1uF)

5. Start soldering the smallest/flattest components and then move on to the 
larger ones (diodes > resistors > sockets > transistors > LEDs > buttons > 
capacitors > buttons > switches > potentiometers).

6. IMPORTANT: - Make sure the polarity of the components is correct - you 
will find markings on the board. Diodes are marked with a line on one side. 
LEDs: the shorter leg goes into the square soldering eye (-), electrolytic 
capacitors: minus to the white strip, transistors (2N3904)/ V-regulator 
(78L05): look at the print on the bottom of the board, IC sockets have a 
semicircular cut on one side.

7. Extras: the battery connections must be soldered with the red cable 
directly to the + and the black one to the - (minus) pad on the PCB 
underside. Shorten the cables accordingly beforehand. The larger buttons for
the keyboard have two small nipples on the underside. Cut them flat - this 
way they can be aligned better.

8. Tip: To achieve perfect alignment, solder only one of the components with
more than two legs first, check and align the component again and then 
solder the rest.





Have fun!!!

If you have any questions or problems, please email me at: 
contact@noisio.de

Here some external links:

Wiki by Raumzeitlabor /Mannheim (de): 
https://wiki.raumzeitlabor.de/wiki/L%C3%B6ten_lernen

Soldering is easy PDF(e.g by Mitch Altman) translated in >20 languages:
https://mightyohm.com/blog/2011/04/soldering-is-easy-comic-book/

Resistor color code calkulator (en): 
https://www.digikey.de/en/resources/conversion-calculators/conversion-
calculator-resistor-color-code

Table color codes at wikipedia (de): 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Farbcode_von_Widerst%C3%A4nden.svg
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